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 No special equipment is required beyond a table saw, router and a drill. Create and preview a new design with laser-cut sample
parts (Figure 2). Create, display and refine your design with a layout software such as Modelbench, Quill, PDS, Ambit or Cut-A-
Shape. You can even use most CAD software to plan your design by using the sides and ends of the space to cut the patterns. 3.3
Establish the right components In this section we'll discuss the many options that you have for your cabinetry, including the over-
the-door, drop-down, and door-in-panel systems. If you are designing a cabinet for an existing kitchen, we recommend starting
with a cabinet on the left. If you are designing a kitchen with a walk-in pantry or wine cellar, you may want to consider using a
double door system. Although this is the most complex method, it is also the easiest to construct (Figure 3). For the most part,

the over-the-door system is a semi-hidden design. When the door is fully open, it is hidden by the pantry door. The panels on the
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pantry door swing open, revealing the door. When the pantry door is closed, the over-the-door cabinetry is revealed. The over-
the-door system works best in small kitchens or pantries. A drop-down door is a great solution for long closets, long drop-down
pantries, but it can also be used to create an optional room on a larger kitchen. In a drop-down cabinet system, the door drops

down from the cabinet top. Although it's difficult to access, it's easy to see from the pantry door. There are several kinds of drop-
down cabinets: automatic, manual, sliding and magnetic. Magnetic doors are attached to the cabinet and the cabinet frame and
swing up as the cabinet rises (Figure 4). This is especially effective for a low cabinet. Slide doors are attached to the cabinet

frame and open with a rail mechanism. The sliding door is usually attached to the cabinet's front edge, but can be attached to the
back edge. For a small opening, a magnet or spring-loaded mechanism is used to hold the door open. With larger openings, a

positive mechanism opens the door. A door-in-panel cabinet is a hidden panel. Unlike an over-the-door cabinet, it has only one
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